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Google mail vs

Are you looking for an easy way to receive new email notifications and access/manage your account? Install When the confirmation message window appears, you'll need to click Install to complete adding the extension to Chrome. When the installation is complete, you will see a new
Google Mail Checker Plus Toolbar Icon and a page showing the extension change log. Before using the extension, take a quick look at the option to check if You want (or need) Google Mail Checker Plus to tweak your settings to work best for your personal needs. There are two ways to
access the options: The first is through the preview window (small wrench icon in the upper right corner). And the second is the Chrome extension page. These are the options that are available. You can choose the best icon set for your current theme, change the Preview Window settings,
and choose from a variety of settings, such as hiding the number of unread emails, opening a create in tabs, reviewing all unread email folders, or adding a domain for your Google Apps account. Note: If you select Hide Unread Emails, the icon set functions as a visual clue to the current
state of your e-mail account (one color for unread mail, another color for unread e-mail, and so on). If you're interested in setting it up, simply hover your mouse over the question mark symbol and you'll see a pop-up explaining that particular setting. Google Mail Checker Plus Action If you
have unread e-mail, a small number and a specific icon color are attached to the toolbar icon. Click the Toolbar Icon to open the Preview Window. You can successfully split the sender, subject, and preview of the e-mail itself in a small control bar. You can directly delete, mark as junk,
archive, and/or mark as read. If you want to reply to an e-mail, use the small icon under Read. The icons at the top of the control bar are labels, create, update, and optional new e-mail. Click on the subject to open the e-mail in a new tab. Also, if you want to access your account directly,
you'll see it as usual. When you click Reply (or Create a New Email) in the Preview Window, the focused Create Window opens in a new tab. Conclusion If you want a good way to keep up with your e-mail account throughout the day, this is an extension worth a look at. Download the
linkOne of the most attractive tidbits from last week's Google announcement of offline features for Google Mail Checker Plus extension (Google Chrome extension) Gmail was this: the company says it will try to choose the most interesting one when it saves your message for offline viewing.
It's a wise, somely creepy strategy - after all, why would you waste your disk space on messages you never want to read again? Here's what Google says in online support: We will try to download your latest conversation along with conversations that seem to be important (regardless of
age). We also try not to dowload conversations that are not interesting. This process is done heuristically and misses things as well as heuristic cans. We'll continue to make adjustments, but more importantly, we'll provide a UI that will ultimately allow us to change the settings. I asked a
Google representative if someone could give me more details of the process, but he refused. So, we're leaving this some puzzling explanation. (When I first heard the word heuristic a few years ago, I thought it actually means something.) After listening to it being applied to countless



mysterious and diverse technical processes over the years, I concluded that it was really a polite way of saying, You won't understand. So Google seems to be saying that it analyzes your message to figure out if the message is important or interesting (it's certainly not necessarily the
same). Are you looking at the content (already processing the content of the message and delivering contextual ads) and looking at the activity (such as the number of responses) that the message results in? But whatever the strategy, at least my Gmail account doesn't seem to work. I saw
what Gmail did with unether interesting, non-critical messages and what it did with very important and interesting missiles. What I found seems to be doing exactly the same thing with both types of messages. I started to look at all the emails in the offline cache. Basically Gmail holds a fairly
comprehensive collection of my emails at the beginning of December 2008, about 6,500 messages. (Google says it will choose some labels that will be fully cached.) Explains how Google has selected these labels: In addition, we have downloaded conversations with labels containing less
than 200 conversations, received at least one conversation in the last 30 days, and had at least one conversation outside the estimated period. For many users, this labelIncludes starred and drafted. Then I read the flow of the collected business press releases, which I receive every day, for
example, messages that are not important and not interesting, and immediately looked at the archive. As a result, all of them are stored in my Google Cache back in early December. I also saw a stream of email ads from Amazon about bargains. Again, these are messages that I don't open.
Again, each one looks like it's stored in my offline cache. Finally, I saw an important message from a colleague of mys at PC World (some of which are really interesting.) These are messages that I often read and often respond to or forward to another editor. According to the description of
Google's system, I should expect some of those messages to be saved even before the cutoff in early December for the rest of my email. (Remember: we will try to download.) A conversation that seems to be important (regardless of age). But that's not the case. The only message in my
cache before early December is the one that Gmail has one of the labels that has decided to keep a complete record. It doesn't matter if your e-mail thread has 15 replies, or if it contains words such as Important or Interesting. It's not there yet. So I'm forced to conclude that Google
heuristics are not working, at least in my account. Or maybe that's something I can't understand. Note: If you buy something after clicking on the link in the article, we may get a small fee. For more information, please refer to the Affiliate Link Policy. Note: This review supports v1.17 of the
software. Use Gmail to grab Chrome extension Google Mail Checker Plus to lose sight of how to notify you when you receive a new message - play a chime when you receive a new message, display the subject of the message, and click the mailto: link to open a new Gmail message
window. Note: This program is a donation. You are free to try, but the author accepts and encourages donations for further development. Click this link to go to the page for this file in the Google Chrome extension and automatically install the file in your Chrome browser. For more
information, please refer to the Affiliate Link Policy. Details.
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